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RESULT
If q is the order of the highest derivative where a nonlinearity occurs or is the highest derivative multiplied by a time varying coefficient, then the restriction on m is m < n -q.
(2) Fig. 1 Ins of the form The mechanization proceeds by assuming y at the output of the last integrator and programming backward to yield the mechanizam <
(1) tion shown in Fig. 1 . Note that no differentiator is required to generate px. Note also that for m= n = 2, we need to assume y at a summer output at the end of the chain. It is evident why m cannot be greater than n. p2y + aQ(t)py + aoy = blpx + box (6) or ply = (blpx ai(t)py) + (box aoy). (7) If we again attempt division by p2, we run into a snag on the term a, (t)py since a,(t)py #pa,(t)y. Hence, the essence of the method is to begin our canonical realization with py, not with y. Dividing by p, then, we obtain, 
Beginning with py at the output of summer av, we obtain the mechanization shown in Fig. 2 . Note that after canonically obtaining py, we proceed with the general method in obtaining y and completing the loop. Examination of the figure indicates that the maximum allowable number of xderivatives is one, i.e., n-q, since we have only one integrator preceding the variable py which we can obtain canonically. We can deduce, therefore, that for an nth-order equation with the nonlinearity or timevarying coefficient on the qth-derivative, there will be only n -q integrators preceding the variable pyy which we obtain canonically, and therefore only (n-q) x-derivatives can be programmed without differentiators.
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